
How does it work?

ISAs serve as a 'wrapper' to fully protect savings from tax, 
allowing individuals to invest monies up to the maximum 
limits each year in a range of savings and investments and pay 
no personal tax at all on the income and/or profits received.

The main ISA benefits are:

• No personal tax (income or capital gains) on any
investments held within an ISA

• Income and gains from ISAs need not be included in tax
returns

• Freely withdraw money from your ISA without losing the
tax breaks
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There are five types of ISA:

Stocks & shares

• In the form of either individual shares or bonds, or
pooled investments such as open-ended investment
funds, investment trusts or life insurance investments.

Cash

• Usually containing a bank or building society savings
account.

Innovative Finance (IF-ISA)

• In the form of loans made through peer-to-peer (P2P).

Lifetime ISA (LISA)

• For those aged between 18 and 40 designed to help
them save up for their first home or retirement.

Junior ISA (JISA)

• Allows a parent, or a person with parental 
responsibility, to invest on behalf of their 
child. The child must be under the age of 18, 
a UK resident, and cannot have an active 
Child Trust Fund (CTF). Ownership can be 
transfered to the child after they reach 16.

• They also have a separate annual 
subscription limit of £9,000 (2020/21).

All your annual allowance can be invested in either stocks & 
shares, cash, innovative finance ISAs or lifetime ISAs. 
Alternatively, you can split it between more than one type, 
up to the overall annual limit of £20,000, with either the same 
or a different provider.  However, the maximum annual 
amount you can save in a lifetime ISA is £4,000.

You will also be able to transfer money saved in previous 
years' cash ISA holdings to stocks & shares ISAs and vice versa 
without affecting your current year's annual allowance. 
Innovative Finance ISAs cannot be transferred to other ISA 
wrappers, however it is possible to transfer existing ISA funds 
into IF-ISA.

Stakeholder Standard ISAs

Stakeholder standard ISAs are those which meet Government 
guidelines regarding cost, access and terms.  Cash as well as 
Stocks & Shares ISAs can qualify for a Stakeholder standard.  
The cost limit varies with each investment type and the 
access and terms criteria specify that investors must be able 
to get their money back at any time without penalty and with 
no other restrictions.  The ISA must also offer low minimum 
investment limits and can only invest a maximum of 60% in 
equities and property, with the remaining 40% in less volatile 
assets such as bonds and cash.

Because of these limits, Stakeholder standard Stocks & Shares 
ISAs are designed to meet the needs of a wide range of 
investors.  For this reason, they may be less appealing to 
experienced investors who want to maximise their long-term 
growth potential and are therefore more likely to seek 
specialist funds.

The presence or absence of a Stakeholder standard cannot 
predict whether an ISA will prove to be a good or bad 
investment.  A Stakeholder standard ISA has not received 
Government approval of any kind, nor is your money or 
investment return guaranteed by the Government in any 
way.



Eligibility

To be eligible to invest in an ISA, an investor must be an 
individual (i.e. not a company or trustee) who is 18 years of 
age or over (except that 16 and 17 year olds are able to invest 
up to £20,000 in a cash ISA) and who is resident in the UK (or is 
a Crown servant serving overseas or the spouse of such an 
individual who accompanies their spouse abroad).

When an individual ceases to be eligible to invest in an ISA, 
any existing ISAs will continue to be exempt from UK tax, but 
future contributions to regular investment ISAs must be 
terminated and no further single contributions can be made.

Each individual may effect a stocks & shares, a cash; an 
innovative finance ISA and /or a lifetime ISA each tax year 
(subject to prescribed limits).  A husband and wife and civil 
partners are treated as separate individuals so that although 
joint ownership of an ISA is prohibited, each may fully 
subscribe to ISAs in their own name.

Contribution Limits

The current ISA overall maximum annual contribution limit is 
£20,000.

Taxation

Any investment returns received from an ISA will be tax-free. 

There is no personal tax on any income taken and no capital 
gains tax on any gains made.

The value of your ISAs will be included in your estate for 
Inheritance Tax purposes on your death (except ISAs invested 
in shares listed on alternative investment markets that may 
qualify for Business Relief).

On death

If an ISA saver in a marriage or civil partnership dies, on their 
death, their surviving spouse or civil partner will inherit their 
ISA tax advantages and will be able to invest an additional 
amount in their own name equal to the value of the 
deceased’s ISAs, on top of their usual allowance.

So, if an ISA holder dies, leaving an ISA valued at 
£30,000 at the date of their death, their spouse / civil partner is 
entitled to an additional ISA allowance of £30,000. Where a 
cash subscription is paid, the spouse / civil partner has three 
years from the date of death to use this or if later, 180 days 
from the completion of the administration of the estate, and it 
can be paid in addition to their ISA allowance (2020/21 
£20,000).

Where the ISA assets are left to someone else in the will or are 
used to meet expenses from the estate, the spouse / civil 
partner is still entitled to the additional allowance and this 
cannot be claimed by anyone else even if they received assets 
from the ISA.

The surviving spouse / civil partner can use the additional 
allowance to top up an existing ISA or open a new ISA with an 
ISA manager of their choice.

The subscriptions can be made to either a cash or stocks & 
shares ISA, in cash or the inherited non-cash ISA assets.

The claim must be made within three years of the date of 
death or if later, 180 days from the completion of the 
administration of the estate, for subscriptions in cash and 
within 180 days of beneficial ownership passing to the 
surviving spouse / civil partner for “in specie” subscriptions. 

Withdrawals

You can withdraw cash or assets held in ISAs at any time and 
there is no minimum length of time you need to hold them 
first. All withdrawals are free of tax. 

You can withdraw either some or all of your investment.  It is 
possible for cash to be withdrawn from a cash ISA or any cash 
held in a stocks & shares or Innovative Finance ISA (including 
from the sale of investments) and up to that amount can be 
reinvested in ISAs in the same tax year without the replaced 
funds counting towards the annual ISA subscription limit. 
Withdrawals of current year subscriptions can effectively be 
replaced in any current year ISA, but cannot breach the ‘one 
ISA of each type per tax year’ rule. This facility requires the ISA 
Manager to have adopted the ‘Flexible ISA’ rules.

ISA Risk Considerations

There are a number of risk considerations that need to be 
taken into account. It is important that you are aware of these.

• Governments can and do change the rules on tax
efficient vehicles, like ISAs.

• An ISA is not a risk free product and the value of the ISA
investment may be at risk due to the investments held
within the wrapper.

• ISAs can grow but depending on market conditions, you
may not realise the initial sum invested. There is no
guarantee that you will get more out of an ISA
investment than you have paid in.

• Income generated from investments held in ISAs is
variable and is not guaranteed.

• If income is taken:

- The Capital value of the fund may be eroded if
withdrawals exceed the net growth of the fund

- The level of income provided/ required may not be
suitable



The contents of this fact sheet do not constitute financial advice. The impact of taxation (and any tax relief ) depends on individual 
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Contact us

If you would like further information on any of the above services or how we can help you, please do not hesitate to contact 
your Lucas Fettes Financial Planning adviser, call us on 01603 706 820 or email info@lffp.co.uk.
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• If you leave the UK and are longer a UK resident you can
keep the ISA investment with its tax advantages but can’t
make any new contributions to the ISA.

• ISA investments are liable to Inheritance Tax on death
(except those eligible for Business Property Relief).
Income Tax deducted at source on foreign dividends may
be recoverable. There are no further Income Taxes to be
paid on investments held within an ISA.

• Past performance is no guarantee of future returns.

• If growth is low, charges may eat into the capital invested.

• The price of units and the income from them can fall as
well as rise.

• Please be aware that there may be occasions when an
individual fund or funds may have a higher risk rating
than your overall stated attitude to risk. If this is the case,
then the overall risk rating applied to all of the combined
funds being recommended is still designed to meet your
stated tolerance.




